### CURRENT PUBLIC HEALTH GUIDANCE ON UNIVERSITY GROUNDS

#### University-Wide
- COVID Reporter
- Sanitizing stations
- Follow public health directives, including isolation orders if you test positive
- Masks only required in medical/clinical settings or in research settings as required by pre-COVID protocols. Units and individuals cannot impose independent mask requirements.
- Vaccines and boosters or exemptions required

#### Classrooms
- No public health restrictions

#### Laboratories and Research Spaces
- No public health restrictions

#### Work Spaces and Offices
- No public health restrictions

#### Students in University Housing
- No public health restrictions
- Designated isolation and quarantine spaces for students living in university housing who test positive or are confirmed to have been exposed, when ordered to isolate or quarantine by a public health official

#### TRAVEL, CARPOOLING, CHARTER BUSES, VISITORS TO CAMPUSES

#### Travel
- Follow CDC guidance
- No domestic travel restrictions
- Follow destination requirements

#### Vehicles and Transportation
- Masks required on public transportation including Transfort, Around the Horn, and CSU fleet vehicles. No public health restrictions limits on occupancy.

#### Visitors (including tours)
- No public health restrictions

#### CATERING, RESTAURANTS, FOOD COURT, DINING CENTERS, RETAIL

#### Restaurants, Dining Centers, Catered Food
- No public health restrictions

#### Retail
- No public health restrictions

#### EVENTS AND ENTERTAINMENT, UNIVERSITY ATHLETICS

#### Indoor Events without Assigned Seats (i.e. social hour, reception)
- No public health restrictions

#### Indoor Events with Assigned Seats (i.e. performing arts, speaker)
- No public health restrictions

#### Outdoor Events
- No public health restrictions

#### Athletics
- Follow county, state and NCAA requirements

#### THE REC, CLUB SPORTS, GROUP SPORTS, CAMPS, CONFERENCES

#### Rec and Indoor Gyms
- No public health restrictions

#### Indoor Group Sports and Camps
- No public health restrictions

#### Outdoor Group Sports and Camps
- No public health restrictions

#### Conferences, Youth, and Academic Programs (including overnight stays)
- No public health restrictions

---

*This plan is subject to change as needed to address public health concerns.*